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A balanced approach to balancing Ohio’s budget.
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Ohio is not keeping up…
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The pay gulf is growing between CEOs and their workers: Michael Shields

www.cleveland.com

Over the past four decades, CEO pay has ballooned, as shareholders at some of Ohio’s biggest corporations reward CEOs -- and themselves -- instead of fairly compensating the workers who make their p...
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January to June is state budget season! Here's a basic rundown of how the process of approving Ohio's budget works! ... See MoreSee Less
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School funding reform passed the Ohio House. Still waiting on the Ohio Senate. #investinohiosfuture ... See MoreSee Less
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Join us and Common Cause Ohio for this fantastic panel on December 10 to learn more about what's going on at the Ohio Statehouse! ... See MoreSee Less



Panel: What's Next With a Lame Duck Senate?

www.eventbrite.com

Join panelists from Ohio Voice, One Ohio Now, and Common Cause Ohio to discuss the current state of Ohio's Statehouse.
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12 million unemployed workers in the U.S. will have their jobless aid lifeline cut off the day after Christmas unless Congress acts! Call your Senators NOW at 888-754-9091 and tell them #ReliefCantWait. They must #ExtendUI and pass #ReliefNow! ... See MoreSee Less
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Information for students

Navigating the world of academic papers can be daunting, but one service that write my essay shines brightly above the rest. Their dedication to authenticity, promptness, and superior quality sets them apart. Many students have found solace in their unparalleled assistance. "Crafting excellence, one essay at a time."

Moreover, Writepaper.com understands the importance of deadlines in academic life. They are known for their promptness in delivering well-written essays on time, so you never have to worry about missing a submission date.

Selecting an outstanding essay service essayhub.com with research papers for sale requires assessing various critical criteria. The service must offer personalized, exceptional, and original essays. Important qualities include on-time completion, skilled writing personnel, and robust customer support. It should also assure privacy and strive for complete customer contentment, reflecting its commitment to high-quality service.

FREQUENTLY ASKED



What is the Ohio budget and why does it matter?

The Ohio budget allocates about $35 billion dollars through the ‘General Revenue Fund’ (GRF) each year toward our schools, roads, public safety, and public health. We all benefit from these smart public investments. The budget is often the most important piece of legislation passed, because it establishes the resources and priorities for the state.   

Is Ohio’s tax system fair?

Everyone pays something. The state has income and sales tax and local communities have property taxes. When all state and local taxes are taken together the wealthiest Ohioans pay about 6% of their income toward state and local taxes and the poorest Ohioans pay about 12%. This is because sales and property taxes are ‘regressive’ – they are a set rate not based on income. As we cut state income tax, the public sector relies on sales and property taxes more.

How do Ohio’s taxes compare to other states?

It is difficult to compare state taxes, because each state has a different structure. The average Ohioan pays a comparable amount of state and local taxes as individuals in other states. Most states are within 1% of each other for the total tax load for the average citizen. Instead of comparing our tax system, we should compare the outcomes – poverty, economic growth, poverty, hunger, high school graduation rates, etc.

How do taxes impact the economy?

At a state level, there is very little impact from state tax policy on the economy. Research has found little to no truth behind the claim that tax cuts will grow the economy or increase state revenue. People are not going to leave Ohio if tax rates on the wealthiest Ohioans go up. What is the impact of tax cuts on the economy? They mean less revenue to invest in our schools, bridges, and public health systems. That means fewer teachers, fire fighters, and construction workers.

What should we do to improve Ohio’s tax system?

Ohio should make sure that the wealthiest Ohioans and corporations pay their fair share so that we have enough revenue to invest in great public services that strengthen our communities. By restoring recent tax cuts, Ohio could have billions of dollars to invest to reduce college tuition, rebuild crumbling infrastructure, and make it a bit easier for families struggling to get by.



















RESOURCES

WANT TO KNOW MORE? CHECK OUT OUR CURRATED RESOURCES SECTION
TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE STATE OF OUR STATE.






Explore Our Resources

STATE BUDGET BASICS·TAX & PUBLIC POLICY·JOBS & THE ECONOMY
EDUCATION·PUBLIC HEALTH·INFRASTRUCTURE
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